
Membershipagreement  
100 % ren hårdträning 

XXX is one of the gyms that work with Kiruna 
Kommun for a Kiruna without performance 
enhancing drugs. This agreement means that the 
training facility/ gym works toward an environment 
without performance enhancing drugs.  
  
This agreement uses the definition of performance 
enhancing drugs found in Swedish law, Lag om 
förbud mot vissa dopningsmedel. The law is 
applicable for the following performance enhancing 
drugs; synthetic anabolic steroids, testosterone, 
growth hormones and chemical substances that 
induce testosterone or growth hormone.  
  
If you are found in possession of, using or with the 
intent to sell performance enhancing drugs you will 
be suspended from all the participating training 
facilites/ gyms in the 100% Ren Hårdträning 
network in Kiruna kommun for 24 months effective 
immediately.  
  
As a member of xxx, I hereby agree to honour this 
agreement. I commit to not using performance 
enhancing drugs unless prescribed by a doctor. For 
cases outside this agreement Swedish law applies. 
If I am suspected of using performance enhancing 
drugs I may be asked to leave a doping test and by 
this agreement I commit to doing so if asked.  
I am aware that if I fail to supply a doping test, if 
asked, I will be suspended from all the training 
facilities/ gyms that are part of 100 % Ren 
Hårdträning.  
  
If the doping test provided shows positive result, if I 
fail to supply a doping test or if I in any way act 
against the rulings in Lag om förbud mot vissa 
dopningsmedel I will be suspended from all training 
facilities/gyms in the network in Kiruna kommun for 
24 months effective immediately. 
Breach of this agreement does not warrant me to 
the return of payments already committed to this 
training facility/gym.  
  
This agreement is valid from todays date and as 
long as I am a member at this training facility/gym.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           

 

 

 
 

 

I support the work 
performed by 
Kiruna kommun for 
an environment 
free of 
performance 
enhancing drugs!  
För idrottsförbundna 
anläggningar 
 
If  the training facility is 
linked to 
Riksidrottsförbundet, 
Swedens national Sport 
Association, their 
regulations regarding 
doping also are 
included in the 
committment in this 
membership. 

Place and date Representative for Association/Gym Member 


